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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The nation’s federal lead for coastal management activities. Issues addressed by this organization and its partners run the gamut from protecting endangered species and erosion control strategies to generating better building codes for storm-resistant buildings. This office works to address issues from all angles (regulation, stewardship, partnerships, conservation, education, and new approaches and methods) using a strong, partnership-based approach. Major initiatives • National Coastal Zone Management Program • Coral Reef Conservation Program • Digital Coast • National Estuarine Research Reserve System Primary goals • Healthy coastal ecosystems • Resilient coastal communities • Vibrant and sustainable coastal economies • The partnership approach provides efficiency and effectiveness. 
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Approximately 250 people around the country 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• “Boots on the ground” is a foundational concept. Home offices are in Charleston and Silver Spring, but staff members are located throughout the coastal zone, working to serve coastal managers. This agency, housed within NOAA’s National Ocean Service, oversees major initiatives that include the National Coastal Zone Management Program, the Coral Reef Conservation Program, the Digital Coast, and the National Estuarine Research Reserve System.
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Presentation Notes
Coastal Zone Management ProgramThe Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 represents the heart of this nation’s coastal management effort. Central to this legislation is a voluntary state and federal partnership program developed to enforce national policies and further national and state coastal management goals. The legislation gives states the flexibility needed to develop and implement the program that best addresses their specific challenges. By leveraging both federal and state expertise and resources, the program strengthens the capabilities of each.  Major Components Federal consistency - Gives states a strong voice in federal decisions that they otherwise would not have. Having a federally approved program means all federal actions within the coastal jurisdiction must meet the requirements of that state’s coastal management policies.Program enhancements - States and territories are given incentives to enhance their coastal management programs within nine areas of national significance.Nonpoint pollution control – Ensures that states have the necessary regulatory tools to prevent and control polluted runoff.Coastal and estuarine land conservation - Threatened lands are purchased for conservation purposes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Estuarine Research Reserve SystemTwenty-nine reserves located in 23 states and Puerto Rico. Each site is engaged in long-term research, environmental monitoring, education, and stewardship. Protects more than 1.3 million acres.Each reserve is a partnership between NOAA and the coastal state. NOAA provides funding, national guidance, and technical assistance, and the site is managed on a daily basis by a lead state agency or university with input from local partners. Through this partnership approach, local, regional, and national needs are met.It’s never science for science’s sake at the research reserves. Reserve staff members work with local communities and regional groups to identify needs. The results form the basis for reserve research and programs, which in turn are taken to the community and used to implement informed change. Topics include climate change, habitat protection, and water quality.Selling PointsGreat places to visit and enjoy nature. Sites are preserved to protect natural ecosystems and provide the public with unique opportunities to enjoy nature.Each reserve has a professional science, conservation, training, and education component.Standardized data collection and monitoring system provides great baseline data on a local and national level. These data help document how change, both man-made and natural, affects natural resources. Each year approximately $4 million is provided (through the Science Collaborative) for estuary-based research. Community leaders are involved with each project to ensure relevance to local needs.Each reserve has a training program that brings science and new tools and methodologies to the community.The education program represents the ultimate in recycling – reserve data and science are provided to the classroom, as well as field-based educational experiences. Schools also help with conservation work and research. Contact: Erica.Seiden@noaa.gov. 301-713-3155, ext. 172Address: www.nerrs.noaa.gov
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Digital Coast Partnership 
• American Planning Association 
• Association of State Floodplain Managers 
• Coastal States Organization 
• National Association of Counties 
• National Estuarine Research Reserve 

Association 
• National States Geographic Information 

Council 
• The Nature Conservancy 
• Urban Land Institute 
• NOAA Office for Coastal Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The Digital Coast Partnership started in 2007 with 6 members: NOAA, ASFPM, CSO, NACo, NSGIC, and TNC. It was expanded in 2010 to include APA and again in 2013 to include NERRA and ULI. These national level organizations represent coastal managers at various scales: state (CSO) and local (NACo), or represent subject matter expertise in coastal issue areas: coastal inundation (ASFPM), natural/nature-based techniques (TNC), geospatial information management (NSGIC), planning (APA) and real estate/land development (ULI). 
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Digital Coast Enabling Platform 

coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Most folks know the Digital Coast by our web presence, but it is important to note that the Digital Coast is more than just a website. It is also a Partnership (more on this in a moment). The Digital Coast Enabling Platform is built on the interaction between the Digital Coast Partners and users and the website. This connection is critical to the platform’s success. 
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Digital Coast Website 

• Data, tools, training, and 
case studies 

• Enhanced utility and 
application 

• Demonstration of 
geospatial information 
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Sample of Coastal Community Questions  
How many people in county’s 
coastal floodplain? 

How many jobs in my state or 
county are supported by the 
ocean? 

What are potential 
impacts of coastal storms 
and sea level rise? 

Where do I find lidar and other 
geospatial data for my area? 

Where can I find training and 
other learning resources? 

How is the coastal landscape 
changing over time? 

How can I assess stormwater 
flooding risk? 
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A Broad Spectrum Approach:  
Facilitating Use and Application 

DATA INFORMATION ACTION 

DISCOVER DOWNLOAD MAP ANALYZE LEARN SHARE 
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Digital Coast by the Numbers 
Data 
• 80+ terabytes  
• 40+ national-level data sets 

Tools 
• 50+ tools  

Training 
• 190+ learning resources 
 

Stories from the Field 
• 140+  narratives 
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Flood risk information 
• Vulnerable populations 
• Critical facilities 
• Land cover change over 

time 
 

Based on FEMA, U.S. Census, 
and NOAA data 

Flood Exposure Snapshot 
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• Easy-to-understand 
ocean economy visuals 
and stats 
 

• Quick comparisons to 
other communities, 
states, and the nation 

Ocean Jobs Snapshot 
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Coastal Flood Exposure Mapper 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The mapper is a screening-level tool with existing national data that are locally relevant. The mapper was developed to get the conversation started around coastal flood hazard risks and associated vulnerabilities, but we encourage users to obtain local data to conduct more detailed analyses, if necessary. The concept for a coastal flooding composite hazard layer contained within the tool was initially developed for coastal areas of New York after Hurricane Sandy to depict geographically dependent susceptibility to coastal flooding, storm surge, and long-range inundation impacts. The mapping method was modified and expanded to the rest of the East Coast, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific and Caribbean islands and territories for the Coastal Flood Exposure Mapper. This map layer aggregates risk information for multiple coastal flood hazards. This map shows the gradient of coastal flood risk that ranges from areas outside the FEMA 1% annual chance floodplain that are still at risk from high magnitude, low frequency events like major landfalling hurricanes and tsunamis, to areas nearer the coast that are also at risk from higher frequency flood events, wave impacts, and long-term sea level change. At any given location the user can query which coastal flood hazards may impact that spot. This layer should not be confused with, and may not be substituted for, any existing regulatory risk maps or associated boundaries. These maps are for planning purposes only. 
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Presentation Notes
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Digital Coast Academy 
Over 190 learning resources  

• Classroom and online 
instructor-led 

• Self-guided  

• Case studies 

• Publications and quick 
references 

• Videos and webinars 

“Ultimately, this training reduced the 
chances of an inadvertent misstep and 
positioned the State of Rhode Island to work 
cooperatively with water suppliers to 
address changing flood risks.”   
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Learning Resources  
for Community Resilience 

Instructor-Led Training 
• Adaptation Planning for Coastal Communities 
• Introducing Green Infrastructure for Coastal 

Resilience 
• Building Risk Communication Skills 
• Coastal Inundation Mapping 

Publications 
• Green Infrastructure Costs and Benefits 
• Introduction to Stakeholder Participation 

Quick References 
• Assessing Adaptation Options 
• Green Infrastructure Options to Reduce 

Flooding 
 

Self Guided Resources 
• Adapting Stormwater Management for Coastal 

Floods 
• How to Calculate Coastal Flood Frequency 
• How to Map Open Space for Community Rating 

System Credit 

Case Studies 
• Investing In Flood Mitigation Pays Off 

Immensely 
• Increasing Flood Risk Awareness Through A 

Real Estate Professional Training Program 
• Louisiana Parish Creates A Model Subdivision 

Ordinance To Enhance Public Safety And 
Resilience To Coastal Storms And Flood Events 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This slide is meant to convey the breadth and depth of learning resources that Digital Coast Academy provides to a specific issue, in this case climate adaptation and coastal flooding. It is also illustrative of one of the Topics sections of the Digital Coast (again, Climate Adaptation), which was developed to connect resources from across the Digital Coast platform by coastal issue or theme. 
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Stories from the Field 

• Almost 150 narratives 
that demonstrate how 
users are applying 
Digital Coast resources 
to coastal issues 
 

• Highlight partnerships 
and impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The final objective of the Digital Coast website is to demonstrate the role that information products and services can play in coastal management. This is where the “Stories from the Field” section comes in. This section brings together almost 150 place-based narratives from our users that demonstrate how they are applying data, tools, training, and resources to coastal issues. The Stories from the Field are meant to capture implementation at a high level. As such, the focus is on the impact, not the process. Linkages are provided to the project partners and the products used.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This is an example of a Story from the Field and is shown to illustrate how they are designed to express how a Digital Coast resource was used by one of our constituents. Each Story from the Field contains brief write-ups containing the Issue, Process and Impact and is designed to be printed on one page.
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• Partners: Virginia Department of 
Transportation, Virginia Coastal Zone 
Management Program 

• Products: Sea Level Rise Viewer and Lidar 
Data 

• Outcome: Determined that 33 miles of 
roads in the region would be vulnerable to 
inundation within the next few decades 
with 1 foot of sea-level rise 
 

Vulnerability Assessment: 
Making an Impact 

The Eastern Shore of VA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This Story from the Field example demonstrates the application of….
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